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Abstract

Peeping attack in the real world is one of threats to a
user authentication. What is worse is that an emerging at-
tack method such as video capturing makes traditional mea-
sures against peeping attack insufficient. In this paper, I
propose a unique user authentication scheme named “fake-
Pointer” for a solution to a peeping attack by video cap-
turing. It makes hard for attackers to get a secret even if
he/she captures an authentication scene using a video cam-
era. The fakePointer has two unique features to ensure a
security against such a peeping attack. One is that fake-
Pointer provides a double-layered interface for a secret in-
put. This interface makes it hard for attackers to identify
a legitimate user’s secret even if they had a video record
about target user’s authentication action. The other feature
is that the fakePointer uses two secrets. One is a fixed secret
and the other is a disposal secret. This feature enables to
change a secret input operation in each authentication. This
is also a necessary feature for ensuring security because if
an attacker has many video records about a same user, an
attacker can extract a secret by statistical analysis.

1. Introduction

Peeping attack in the real world is one of threats to a
user authentication. It is a well-known attack method that
has been called as a “shoulder surfing attack”. The attack is
that an attacker steals a target user’s secret by looking into
a her/his authentication action. I have to say that the ma-
jor cause of the attack is an unwise user interface because it
forces users to point or type a secret directly and it enables
attackers to identify a secret visually. Even more worse, in
recent days, the threat has been magnified by emerging a
new attack method. An attacker starts using a video cam-
era to capture an authentication action and extracts a target
user’s secret from the video record later. And such incidents

have already been reported[1].
I developed a novel authentication scheme named “fake-

Pointer” as a solution to the threat. Using the fakePointer,
a legitimate user does not leak her/his secret even if an at-
tacker captures a video record about an authentication ac-
tion. The fakePointer introduces two features to realize a
security against the threat. First feature is a double-layered
user interface for a secret input. This user interface makes
hard for attackers to identify a secret visually. Second fea-
ture is that the fakePointer makes use of two secrets. One
secret is a fixed secret. This is a same with a traditional au-
thentication. The other secret is a disposal one-time secret
named “answer indicator”. This is also a necessary feature
in order for ensuring a security against an another potential
threat that would result from a video capturing. In the fake-
Pointer, as far as a user changes an answer indicator before
each authentication trial, even if a user keeps to use a fixed
secret, a secret input operation is randomized and it seems
to input a random number. This makes hard for attackers
to extract a secret by statistical analysis even if they have
multiple video records about a same user. And these fea-
tures realize a more secure authentication against a peeping
attack with a video camera.

2. Present State of a Peeping Attack

Peeping attack in the real world is also called a “shoul-
der surfing attack”. An attacker stands behind of a target
user closely and looks into an authentication action to steal
her/his secret. I know, of course, that there are some mea-
sures against this attack such as a privacy filter and they are
effective measures to some extent. A new attack method,
however, emerges and it changes its threat model. An at-
tacker starts to use a video camera to capture an authenti-
cation action in a new method. And even more worse, this
attack method has been used in actual incidents around the
world like ATM Scam[1]. This method greatly enhances
attacker’s ability to steal a secret because all the neces-



sary data for extracting a secret captures automatically and
she/he can analyze the data with sufficient time, and then,
extracts a secret after the data was captured.

I consider that it is a critical issue for a ubiquitous com-
puting because of following two reasons. First reason is
that the goal of a ubiquitous computing is that “the en-
hancing computer use by making many computers available
throughout the physical environment”[2]. This means that a
user becomes unavoidable that a user would have to authen-
ticate oneself in a place where there are many eyes of other
people. In a ubiquitous computing, a user will use comput-
ers that are embedded in a physical environment. It means
that a user has to authenticates onself then and there if re-
quired. The other reason is that some of ubiquitous com-
puting projects need a video camera as an environmental
infrastructure. This may make a peeping attack more fea-
sible than the current. I guess that an actual surrounding
environment will be getting worse because of the following
reasons.

• In ubiquitous computing projects such as a smart
home, researchers have pushed forward to make an en-
vironment that a lot of video cameras are installed. The
other reason for installing a video camera in an envi-
ronment is a crime-prevention purpose. It might make
easier for an attacker to put a video camera for mali-
cious purpose to an environment and it may become
hard to distinguish such a camera from a camera for a
legitimate purpose.

• In the above environment, a bad guy may look into
your authentication action through a surveillance cam-
era and an authorized person misuses a video record
for a malicious purpose. In this situation, even if a
user uses small screen terminals like a mobile phone
or a PDA, it has a risk to capture a video record about
an authentication action through such cameras. Ubiq-
uitous systems and appliances are often located in a
busy public spaces. It would be a better condition for
an attacker to do a peeping attack by both a video cap-
turing and a human prying.

• Many people could become an attacker because they
have a digital camera or a mobile phone that have a
video capturing function. A downsizing of such de-
vices also increases a risk because it becomes unclear
who is actually video recording.

These considerations mean that a ubiquitous computing
would make hard for us to get a place without a video cam-
era or the eyes of other people. We, therefore, need a secure
user authentication scheme that does not easily leak a secret
even if an attacker captures a video record about a legiti-
mate user’s authentication action. We should, at least, have

an another optional scheme as well as a traditional authen-
tication scheme for a self-protection. And I think that it
becomes more secure authentication if a novel authentica-
tion scheme combines both traditional measures and a video
capture resilient scheme.

Along with the spread of the ubiquitous computing, an
authentication scheme with sufficient security is needed
even if an attacker gets a video record of an authentication
action. I clarify a threat model that results from a peeping
attack by video capturing. A first requisite against such at-
tack is to make hard for attackers to identify a secret from
a video record. It is an obvious requisite because they have
a video record that was taken both a screen and an oper-
ation of an authentication. There is, moreover, one more
requisite. A second requisite is that a peeping attack re-
silient authentication scheme is hard to extract a secret by
analizing more than one video records. Since a spy camera
to capture an authentication action is sophisticatedly con-
cealed, the camera has often been put there for a certain
period of time. This enables for attackers to capture video
records of multiple authentication sessions in a same user
because a user tends to use a same authentication machine
like a bank ATM. From the consideration, a peeping attack
with video camera resilient authentication scheme makes it
hard to extract a secret even if attackers have more than one
authentication video records about a same user and enough
time to analyze them.

In this paper, I assumed following two requirements to
ensure a security against a peeping attack by video captur-
ing.

1. It must be hard for attackers to extract a secret from
a video record about a legitimate user’s authentication
action.

2. It must be hard for attackers to extract a secret even if
they have more than one video records about a same
user.

3. Related Works

There are some measures against a peeping attack in both
commercial products and research proposals. Before start
discussion about related works, I make it clear that a peep-
ing attack on a network, namely wiretapping, is out of the
consideration in this paper.

We know that there are various ways to cover a screen
and an input interface (such as a keyboard) to make it in-
visible from attackers. This includes a privacy filter/film, a
physical cover[3] and a cloth[4]. An another popular mea-
sure is a software keyboard that a system randomly changes
a key layout. Many bank ATM in Japan has this function.

There are some systems for a measure of the attack as
research results. Matsumoto proposed a human-computer



cryptography method[6]. This is a challenge-response au-
thentication scheme with consideration to a human exe-
cutability. Volker et al. proposed a secure personal identifi-
cation number(PIN) entry method against peeping attack[7]
(figure 1). In this method, the authentication system pro-

Figure 1. A Secure PIN entry method[7]

vides user with a numeric keypad that a background color
of the keys is painted either black or white. These back-
ground colors are determined by the system and randomly
changed in each PIN input. This method, therefore, also be-
comes challenge-response authentication scheme. In order
to input her/his PIN, a user answers a background color of a
number key of her/his PIN. Note that, in this scheme, a user
answers a background color four times in order to input one
digit of a PIN. Figure 1 represents an answer example of
inputting a number “3”. This means that a user has to type
an answer 16 times in order to input 4 digits of a PIN.

Desney et al. proposed a spy-resistant keyboard for a
public touch screen display[8]. An answer input operation

Figure 2. Spy-resistant keyboard[8]

of the system is a bit complicated. The system assigns three
characters to each key. At first, a user finds a key that in-
cludes a character that a user wants to input. A user, then,
has to specify an input character between three characters
in the key. One of characters in each key is drawn an under-
line and a user can move the underline circularly by a key
operation. Next, a user moves a circle mark to the key by
drag and drop operation. There are two circle marks both
left and right side of the bottom in a screen. A user can use

either one. When a user starts dragging the mark, the sys-
tem wipes out all characters from the all keys (figure 2right).
Therefore, in order to identify an input character in this sys-
tem, an attacker has to remember a layout of all characters
and which characters are selected in each key.

The critical issue in these scheme is that there is no mea-
sure that meets previously determined requirements for a
peeping attack with video camera resilient authentcation
scheme. Even if legitimate users use proposed methods in
the paper[7] or [8], an attacker can identify a secret from
a video record. The method in the paper[6] is also vul-
nerable to the attack because if an attacker has many video
records about a same user’s authentication action, it is pos-
sible for her/him to extract a secret by statistical analysis.
This means that a peeping attack by a video capturing is
quite different from a shoulder surfing attack by human.

4. A Concept of the fakePointer

I explain a basic concept of the fakePointer using a safety
box. A safety box has a dial for a secret number input and
one marker for pointing to the number(figure 3 left). It is
clearly vulnerable to a focus attack because an attacker can
identify an input number visually. In order to make visual
identification hard, I put multiple markers around a dial so
as to be always selected all numbers of a dial (figure 3 right).
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Figure 3. A Dial on a Safety Box with and with-
out fakePointers

Before start using a safety box, an owner has to set a se-
cret number(PIN) and also determine one fixed marker as an
answer indicator. It is not secure against assumed threat in
the section 2 because a dial position is always same in a se-
cret input. It means that an attacker can not identify a fixed
secret but she/he can pass an authentication by remember-
ing a dial movement. It could say the same thing even if a
user uses fixed multiple markers for a secret input.

To realize a better security, there is an another idea that
a system makes a number sequence on a dial randomized
in each authentication trial. It is, however, still vulnerable
to the second assumed threat. If an attacker has some video
records about same user’s authentication action, she/he may



correctly extract a target’s secret. The way is that an at-
tacker lists all secret numbers at each marker from the video
records and extracts a frequency of appearance of the num-
bers in each marker. Then, a number with most high ap-
pearance frequency would be a target’s secret number. The
reason why such attack is possible is that a user uses a fixed
marker for a secret input in a consecutive authentication tri-
als.

fakePointer, therefore, introduces randomized answer in-
put operation to ensure a security against the second threat.
A user determines a disposal secret in addition to a fixed
secret before each authentication trial and uses it for a se-
cret input. fakePointer also eliminates an assumption that a
user uses only one marker for a secret input. It means that a
user may use four markers to input four digits PIN and the
markers are changed in each authentication.

5. How to use the fakePointer

I explain a user operation procedure of the fakePointer.
I pick up a case that a user needs to withdraw a money
through a bank ATM as an example. In this example, I put
two assumptions. One is that a user has a 4-digit PIN as a
fixed secret and the other is that a user has a mobile phone
that can browse a web page.

Whenever a user needs to withdraw some money, she/he
sets an “answer indicator” before an authentication at a bank
ATM. The answer indicator is an essential information for a
PIN input. A user can set it by using a mobile phone through
a web interface. It is important point that a user should do
it at a private space because a user determines an another
secret by this activity.

Figure 4 represents two samples of an answer indicator.
Both examples consist of 4 figures because a user inputs a
number 4 times. A user can composed it from two to four
types of figures. Upper example in the figure 4 is composed
of four types of figures and lower example is composed of
two types of figures. The fakePointer does not allow users to
use an answer indicator by one figure for a security reason.
The reason is clear. If it is allowed, a user tends to use
such type of an indicator for a ease of memory. It, however,
becomes to guess a PIN easily by attackers. A user can
freely decide the number of figure types from two to four.

After this step, a user has two secrets, namely a PIN and
an answer indicator, in a memory. Then a user finishes to
prepare for fakePointer authentication. A user goes to a
bank ATM and insert your bank account card to it. A user,
then, looks at a secret input interface like figure 5. This user
interface is composed of two-layered display. Numeric keys
are displayed in the upper layer and figures are displayed in
the lower layer. The figures in the lower layer are drawn
as a background image of each numeric key and they are
candidates of an answer indicator. And a layout of figures

1)

2)

Figure 4. An answer indicator sample

Figure 5. A user interface of the fakePointer

are randomly determined by the system and are changed in
each number input.

In this interface, a user can shift a numeric key layout cir-
cularly by using right and left arrow keys (figure 6). Using
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Figure 6. Numeric key layout is changed by a
user operation

this function, a user has to move numeric keys until 1st digit
of a PIN overlaps 1st figure of an answer indicator, and then,
types a space key. As a result of it, 1st digit of a PIN is in-
putted to a system. In other words, a user selects Nth digit
of a PIN by Nth figure in an answer indicator. For exam-
ple, I suppose that an answer indicator in this authentica-
tion trial is the upper example in figure 4. a user changed
numeric key layout and typed space key at a screen state as



figure 5 for inputting a second digit of a PIN, a user inputs a
number “4” because second figure in an answer indicator is
hexagonal shape in the upper sample of the figure 4 and the
hexagonal shape becomes a background image of the num-
ber “4” at the figure 5. For this reason, the number of figures
in an answer indicator is same with the number of digits in
a PIN. A user, of course, has to repeat this operation until
it finishes to input all digits of a PIN. After a secret input is
complete, a user gets an authentication result.

6. Considerations

I describe about advantages and future works of the fake-
Pointer in this section.

I consider that fakePointer is a unique authentication
scheme to realize a better security against a peeping attack
with a video camera. As far as a user handles an answer
indicator properly, even if an attacker gets a video record of
a target user’s authentication action, the probability value
that an attacker accidentally succeeds to impersonate some-
one is 1/10, 000 in 4 digit PIN authentication. It is a dra-
matic improvement because there was no measures against
peeping attack by a video capturing. There is only one case
that an attacker succeeds to get a legitimate user’s secret in
the fakePointer. The case is that an attacker got both an au-
thentication video record and an answer indicator for that
authentication. This means that fakePointer does not leak a
user’s secret even if an attacker got either one of the two.

There are two recommendations for handling an answer
indicator. One is that a user has to set or update an an-
swer indicator at a private space. Although a leakage of an
answer indicator does not lead to an impersonation by an
attacker, as far as an attacker does not know a fixed secret,
a user should keep it secret as far as possible. I strongly
recommend that a place where a user sets an answer indica-
tor is separated a certain distance from a place where a user
actually authenticates oneself.

The other recommendation is that a user updates an an-
swer indicator in each authentication trial. The reason is
that if a user continues to use a same answer indicator for a
while and, on the other side, an attacker has collected some
video records about his/her authentication action in that pe-
riod, an attacker will succeed to extract a his/her PIN by
statistical analysis. I understand that there is a trade-off be-
tween a memorability of an answer indicator and a usability
of the system. From the system designer’s perspective, a
user has to set and use a different answer indicator in each
authentication trial. By doing this, she/he can get a better
security against the assumed threats.

The fakePointer has two advantages in a usability aspect.
One is a simple input operation compared with other pro-
posed systems. A user can input a secret using just only
three keys (right, left arrow keys and space key). This

means that fakePointer is easily operable by a terminal
which is equivalent to a mobile phone and a PDA. If a ter-
minal has a cross shaped arrow key, it is sufficient for an op-
eration. I consider that if a terminal is equipped an interface
for a scroll function like a scroll wheel or a touch panel, it
could make an operation more intuitive. Figure 7 is a snap-
shot of a web-based prototype of the fakePointer. I will try
to implement the fakePointer as an iPhone application. The

Figure 7. A Web-based prototype system of
the fakePointer

other usability advantage is that an additional memory bur-
den to users is well-controlled to a minimum increase. An
additional memory burden in the fakePointer is to remem-
ber an answer indicator. However, the period when a user
has to keep it in a memory is limited to a short term. The
period starts from a time that a user sets an answer indicator
and ends to a time that a user finishes an authentication. A
user, therefore, does not have to keep an answer indicator
permanently.

Moreover, A user will have no trouble even if a user for-
gets an answer indicator before finishing authenticate one-
self. The reason is that a user can update an answer indi-
cator at any time. It means that a user can revoke an old
indicator and overwrite it to a new indicator. If an authenti-
cation system needs a security against DoS attack such that
an attacker randomly updates someone’s answer indicator,
it puts some measure against it such as an access control
by a bank account card. A user, therefore, has no reason
to be afraid of forgetting an answer indicator and I expect
that a user updates it frequently. I also expect that a per-



sistent memory load to users in the fakePointer is not much
different from a traditional PIN authentication.

This project has some future works. One is to make an
answer indicator to be more easily memorable. I consider
that numbers, colors, characters and drawings may become
a solution. The other is that a user interface of the fake-
Pointer could have an another choice in some aspect. For
example, a concentric key layout like a dial would be a bet-
ter key layout than a numeric keypad layout because it can
avoid an overlap between numeric keys and answer indi-
cators. I also need to do a user evaluation study about a
security and a usability.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, I propose a novel user authentication
scheme named fakePointer. This is a unique user authenti-
cation scheme that makes peeping attack with a video cam-
era hard. Peeping attack in the real world is one of the
threats to a present user authentication and users has been
exposed to a risk of this attack. In recent days, a threat of
this attack becomes a bigger impact because of the change
of both an attack method and an environment. We, there-
fore, need an another authentication scheme that ensures a
security even if an attacker got a video record of an authen-
tication action.

I consider that this is a user interface issue and also make
clear that there are two assumptions as threats of a peeping
attack by a video capturing. And the fakePointer introduces
two features to realize a security against these assumptions.
One is a double-layered user interface for a secret input.
The interface makes hard for attackers to identify a input
value visually, even if an attacker has a video record about
a target user’s authentication action. The other is that fake-
Pointer makes a secret input operation randomized by using
both a fixed secret and a disposal secret. In the fakePointer,
a name of the disposal secret is “answer indicator” because
it is necessary to input a fixed secret. This feature makes
hard for attackers to extract a secret by statistical analysis
even if they have some video records about a same user’s
authentication action. fakePointer also has two advantages
in a usability aspect. One is a simple secret input operation
and the other is a small additional memory burden to users.
I will do future works described above.
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